Salient Interactive Miner™ Quick Reference

Getting Started
Choose a Starting Point

Additional resources:
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Pick an analysis.

Select the Dates
Choose the date range for the situation in question.

-or-

An extensive help section is available
within SIM.

Select a starting bookmark.

analysis types

bookmarks

6

cube

2nd By

1st By

Choose the Context
Select how to group the data (1st By, 2nd By,
etc.) or list out members.

Save & Share
Save as bookmark (private or
shared/global). Export, email, or
copy visuals to clipboard.
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2

insert metrics

Customize
Customize formatting and display
options, highlight, sort, etc.
drill down

3
4

Narrow Down to Find Root Cause
Double-click to drill down on an area of interest.
Other options include adding a filter, turning on a collection, and more.

Insert Metrics
Right click in the column area to select from available metrics.
Percent Change/Difference/Mix: User the pointer tools to add these columns.
Removing metrics: Select the delete pointer and click a column heading.
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Select a Starting Point:

Analysis Types

Select a mode of analysis based on what you want to find out (e.g.,
compare, identify trends, find outliers, etc.)

Examples:
Comparative
graph

Comparative
numbers

Change between graph or numbers.
Click the arrow to select a graph
format.

Tip: Left-click to go directly to the analysis;
right-click to open the setup dialog.

Compare performance by any attribute
between two date ranges.

Comparative
Time Series

See what increased or decreased and
how much.

Share
Trend

Analysis types
Date comparisons

Exceptions and outliers

Compare members for two date ranges

Exception (pass/fail) test

Compare over two date ranges

Exception (pass/fail) over time

MTD and YTD comparison

Distribution over ranges

1 week, 4 weeks, 13 weeks and year vs YAG

Scatter by two metrics (key level)

Any number of date comparisons

Plot by two metrics (attribute level)

Compare by two attributes

Average per passing member

Trends over time
Trend over time
Share trend over time for multiple members

Mix or share

Other

Normal Trend

Trend any number of performance
metrics over time.

P&L format/scorecard
Geo location intelligence

Mix (percent of total) for two date ranges

Line item details

Mix (percent of total)

Non-transactional details

Mix (percent of total) over time
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Average per member over time

Trend performance over two date ranges.

Exception
See how many passed or failed a test (e.g., sales
greater than or equal to 1).

Compare performance over time by
any attribute.

Mix

Compare percent of the total.

Tip: You may want to use a
bookmark as a starting point
rather than creating an analysis
from scratch.
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1 Select the Dates

2 Choose the Context

Click the Period button.

1st By

Next By (2nd By \ 3rd By \ 4th By \ 5th By

data cube

Access timeframe options in the dialog.
Set the resolution
(days, weeks, etc.)

Group By and List

Filter on certain days
(if applicable)

Choose the
timeframe
(“This” date range)
Select previous
period to compare
against (“Last” date
range). .

Options may be disabled based on the current mode of analysis.
Change the analysis mode to enable relevant settings if desired.

To change the groupings/subgroupings and list out members

Incomplete month options

Set 1st By

Select an option for incomplete months:
On View menu, select Modifiers. In MTD/YTD Calculation Method section, select an
option:
Tip: If these options are greyed out, make sure you have the
current month selected on the timeline.

Set Next By

List out customers, products, etc.

Tip: If you don’t see the key or dimension, you may need
to change the data cube.
Incomplete month vs.
complete month last
year—“gap” or “goal”
perspective.
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Compares same number
of days this year and last
—most precise “gain/loss”
vs last.

Must be set up
by your system
administrator.
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3 Insert Metrics
In numbers views:

4 Narrow Down
Tip: Select a metric grouping
such as Basic Sales and then
the metric if your company has
set logical groupings. Otherwise, you can select from data
categories that include Quantities, Income, Cost, etc.

Drill down:
Double-click on a member

Add filter:

Variance, mix and other computations:
Click on a pointer tool and then click on the column.

Add a filter

Delta—shows changes difference and % Change.
Average—shows average value per period.
Mix—shows mix % versus the total.

In graphs:
Collections:
Open the tools menu
or click the label to
access options for
selecting the data.

Create a collection
Classic collection
Test-based (Of These)
collection

Turn on a collection (filter or show by title)
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Tip: Sometimes columns must be
marked using the graph pointer
to show them in the graph.
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6 Customize
Save and Share

6 Save and Share

Tools menu

Bookmarks

To access in numbers views:

To access in graphs:

Configure a view and then add it as a bookmark to re-use it and/or share it with
other users.

Click arrow
Mouseover & click
Add bookmark

Open bookmark

Sort
Click column heading

Export and Email
Several different formats
are available depending on
whether you are exporting
a numbers view or graph.
Options may be restricted by
user ID.

Click again to reverse sort

Highlight

Export
Email
Turn on/off highlight settings.

Tip: Select “Show Dialog” to configure and save
highlight settings.
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Tip: You can set up macros to automatically
export and email data. Select Options > Macros
on the menu.
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